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Abstract—This paper looks at the importance of questions in the 

therapeutic session. If they get the patient closer to an awareness 
of own values, interests and aspirations they are usually 
constructive and important milestones in a successful therapy. 
 

Index Terms—psychotherapy, psychotherapeutic technique, 
questions 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HEN patients come to see a therapist, they often have a 
long list of things that do not work for them in their lives, 

aside from the symptoms of the present condition. It is easy to 
overlook how important it is to get the patient back towards a 
life that is at least not in contradiction to the patient’s values, 
interests and aspirations. 

Questions are one of the most important tools we have to 
facilitate this process because they require the patient to provide 
answers, or to realize that the question is irrelevant. Often in 
therapy, the latter part is the more important one. 
 

II. THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP 

Therapy is an exchange of information, which ultimately 
should help the patient to lead a happier and more fulfilling life, 
as well as be free from any symptoms that interfere with these 
goals. It requires that the therapist can see these flows of 
information and has an idea of how these information flows can 
be used to reduce psychiatric symptoms. 

Therapy can lead to the patient feeling safer, developing 
greater abilities of introspection and reflection and facilitating 
a healthier communication with oneself and the environment. 
All this requires that the therapist is open to a deeper 
understanding of the dynamics of the interaction and the mutual 
communication of meaningful information. It also requires 
empathy and an honest and true interest in the patient and his or 
her inner worlds, and one’s own inner worlds, which are 
influenced by the therapeutic interaction. In psychoanalysis, the 
concepts of transference and counter-transference are helpful. 

 

A. Values, Interests and Aspirations 

Questioning helps to shift through derivative values and non-
derivative values to get to the fundamental values which 
everyone holds. They are important to the individual and their 
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pursuit usually increases happiness. To compromise these 
values can cause suffering and a loss of direction. 

The same holds true for basic interests and aspirations, which 
have to be compatible with the values. Conflicts may be brought 
up and resolved with the right questions.  

 

B. Time 

For many patients, time has become convoluted. They do not 
know what to do with their past, are afraid to think about their 
future, and are thus caught between past and future which 
deprives them of the present. Questions can help to reestablish 
a proper time line. 

Thinking about values and interests helps to rebuild a future, 
but this might confront the patient with ‘bad decisions’ in the 
past. Questions help the patient understand that the decisions 
were ‘correct’ at the point in the past, given the patient’s 
knowledge and skills back then. 

Rebuilding the future through questions is an important part 
of therapy. 

 

C. Questions 

The most important communication tool one has in 
psychotherapy is to ask questions. In Socratic questioning the 
question can lead to insights for both, the patient and the 
therapist. However, to ask relevant questions often means one 
has an idea about the answer. The latter might often not be 
apparent, but often it is important that a question is asked 
nevertheless. If the answer is irrelevant, the questions is 
probably irrelevant as well. With experience, a therapist can 
integrate questions into one, that help the patient to answer all 
of them in one simple answer. 

The interaction between therapist and patient reveals the 
information that provides direction and answers in treatment. 
This usually happens if there is meaningful communication in 
the session, which implies that something new is communicated 
every time information travels between the two partners in the 
interaction. Information can be nonverbal, contained in little 
gestures or a twitch on the forehand which signal emotions or 
thought processes, or in verbal form, in short, any signal that 
can be exchanged and understood in the therapeutic session. 
This requirement is easy to satisfy, if there is openness to 
engage in a therapeutic process. 

 
Questions often reveal information the patient has not been 
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aware of yet. 
"I want to be in control in social situations." 
"What does it mean to be in control in social situations?" 
"I would feel free, I would not think anymore so much, I 

would not analyze so much what other people think." 
 
Other questions may expose the original question as 

irrelevant, and thereby bring the focus towards more fruitful 
topics. 

“What does control change?” 
 
Another question might put the focus on skills, resources or 

a new direction in the session. 
“What would help you not to think so much about what other 

people think?” 
 

D. The Logic Test 

The logic test requires integrating information into a new 
form and subjecting it to reasoning. Since there is new 
information, this can lead to new insight. 

The logic test can make patients aware of contradictions or 
insights. 

 

E. Imagination 

Imagining is that step in which people project their wishes, 
needs and aspirations into their inner world using building 
blocks they know from the real world. Questions can help in the 
integration process. 

Comparisons of the real and the imagined worlds help to 
change one’s world, but it can also raise emotions, such as fear 
or happiness. As emotions influence the integration process of 
the real and the imagined world, so does the integration process 
influence the emotions. 

Questions on the integration process can make resources 
aware. 

"Can you imagine what it would be like not to feel socially 
anxious anymore?" 

 

F. Creating new communication pattern 

Questions also change the communication patterns patients 
use. They learn the more helpful patterns and begin integrating 
questions into their lives. This leads to more mindfulness and 
awareness in daily life and more detailed images of the future 
and a better processing of the past. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

Psychotherapy is a process and questions are important tools 
in this process. They are helpful in getting the patient to reflect 
on own values and aspirations and think differently about the 
past and the future. The patient can use them to make better 
decisions, better reflect on behavior and interactions, reduce 
symptoms and become more satisfied with life in general. 
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